Abstract-Frequency nulling spectral precoding is an approach that suppresses the out-of-band emission in orthogonal frequency division (OFDM) systems. In this paper, we discuss the transmitter architecture of the spectrally precoded OFDM systems. We design a novel precoder that matches the practical implementation of the OFDM modulator. We show that spectral precoding can relax the analog low pass filtering requirements of the OFDM system transmitter. We examine the effect of spectral precoding on the PAPR as well as the effect of the PA on the spectral precoding suppression performance. We also study the compliance of the spectrally precoded OFDM transmitter with the 3GPP standardization measures and analyze its computation complexity. At the receiver side, we analyze the in-band interference and BER performance of the suggested precoding approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE 3GPP group has recently decided that the Cyclic Prefix Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (CP-OFDM) will serve as the base waveform for the upcoming 5G systems operating in the sub-6 GHz band [1] . The attractive features of OFDM favored this decision as they have favored previously similar decisions for 4G [2] . Yet, OFDM has a couple of drawbacks that may limit its legitimation for some of the 5G systems.
Besides the high peak to average Power ratio (PAPR) another big drawback of OFDM is that the waveform exhibits high out-of-band (OOB) emission [3] . The OOB emission from the OFDM signal will cause interference on systems operating in neighboring bands. This OOB interference will degrade the bit error rate (BER) performance of neighboring systems. In 4G, 3GPP standards address the OOB emission problem by, firstly, reserving a guard interval between the different operators' frequency channels. The guard interval in 4G is 10% of the total dedicated bandwidth [4] . This waste of resources is not affordable for the spectral efficiency requirements of some of 5G systems operating within the sub-6 GHz band. Secondly, the 3GPP standards specify a measure, adjacent carrier leakage ratio (ACLR), as the ratio of the power transmitted within the OFDM channel bandwidth assigned to the vendor and the OOB emission power leaking into the adjacent channel [4] . Consequently, the LTE standards force the equipments to treat the OFDM signals so that the OOB emissions are suppressed below a certain ACLR.
The standards give vendors a freedom on the techniques they can use to suppress the OOB emission in OFDM systems. To assure that the practical OFDM signal is as close as possible to the reference OFDM signal, the LTE standards define another measure, the error vector magnitude (EVM), and require vendors to stick with specific EVM requirements [4] . EVM measures how close a practically implemented OFDM signal (measured directly after the front-end of the transmitter) is to the reference OFDM signal specified by the standards. Figure 1 shows the EVM measurement procedure.
Spectral precoding is a recent approach that suppresses the OOB emission in OFDM by manipulating the correlation property between the data symbols modulating the OFDM subcarriers. The spectral precoding approach introduced in [5] , develops new basis signals that achieve high spectral compactness. The new basis signals are designed from the rectangular basis set by manipulating the correlation property of the modulating data symbols. The designed basis set has continuous phase characteristics. In other words, the new basis signals have zero interval edges. Consequently, the whole OFDM symbol constructed from these basis subcarriers decays to zero at the edges.
Another approach that focuses on smoothing the OFDM signal to improve the spectral compactness is introduced in [6] - [8] . While [5] focus on designing new basis signals, [6] - [8] directly deal with the discontinuity property of the OFDM signal and force the successive OFDM symbols continuous by precoding the data symbols.
The precoding approaches discussed above improve the OFDM spectral efficiency by changing the OFDM signal's characteristics in the time domain (precode the OFDM signal to become smooth and continuous). Another approach that shows high flexibility and efficiency in suppressing the OOB emission is the frequency nulling approach discussed in [9] . Contrary to the spectral precoding approaches we discussed above, the frequency nulling approach improves the OFDM spectral efficiency by looking at the OFDM signal in the frequency domain rather than in the time domain. In the frequency nulling approach, the OOB emission in OFDM is suppressed by introducing a set of nulls at well chosen frequencies 1549-8328 © 2018 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. in the spectrum. The frequency nulls make the whole spectrum decays faster than 1 f 2 . The number of nulls, as well as the frequencies of these nulls, controls the level of the OOB emission suppression. This approach outperforms the other precoding approaches in its spectral flexibility which is controlled by the choice of the nulls. This spectral flexibility is favorable in cognitive radio systems where communications systems need to adaptively change their spectral characteristics.
The different spectral precoders introduced in [6] - [12] and others assume that the original plain OFDM signal to be precoded is the reference OFDM signal specified by the LTE standards [4] as well as DVB, DAB, WiFi, …etc. This reference OFDM signal resembles the historical OFDM signal presented in the famous paper of 1966 [13] . Yet, we can only implement the reference OFDM signal using analog setup. However, without exception, practical systems, nowadays, construct the continuous OFDM signal with a digital setup [14] . Although the exception precoding approaches in [15] and [16] assume that the original OFDM signal is the discrete signal, yet the papers don't study the precoded OFDM transmitter architecture. So far, no contributions have addressed the transmitter implementation architecture of the spectrally precoded OFDM systems.
As a consequence of the practical implementation, the OFDM modulator mismatches the different spectral precoders suggested in [6] - [12] . Incidentally, [6] - [12] mimic the analog reference OFDM signal by extreme interpolation of the discrete-time OFDM signal. We can interpolate the discretetime signal by choosing a large inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) size compared to the number of subcarriers. Yet, exaggerating the IDFT block size is impractical for real time OFDM implementation.
Here, rather than interpolating the discrete-time OFDM signal to mimic the continuous OFDM reference signal, we, in this paper, implement a practical discrete-time precoder that fits the typical discrete-time implementations of the OFDM signal. A new precoder and transmitter architecture emerges whose performance we study with the LTE measures introduced above. In this paper, in contrast to precoded OFDM signals, we will refer to a signal without spectral precoding as a plain OFDM signal. Similarly, we will refer to the continuous time standardized OFDM signal as a reference signal in contrast to vendor specific signals which we refer to as practical signals. In Section II we introduce the practical model of the plain OFDM signal and compare it with the reference model of the plain OFDM signal. Then, in Section III, we discuss frequency nulling spectral precoding techniques. In III-A We discuss the spectral precoding for the reference signal. In III-B we introduce a precoder matched to the practical OFDM model and we analyze its OOB emission suppression. Furthermore, we study the influence of the anti-aliasing LPF of the frontend electronics on the precoded OFDM spectra. In Section IV we study the influence of the spectral precoding on the PAPR of the OFDM signals. We also examine the effect of the power amplifier (PA) signal's nonlinearities on the OOB emission suppression performance. In Section V, we analyze the performance of the precoded OFDM system at the transmitter side of the communications link as well as at the receiver side and we examine the compliance of spectral precoding with LTE requirements. Finally, we conclude our work in section VI. For clarity, Table IV at the end of this paper collects the different symbols used in the paper.
II. IDEAL VERSUS PRACTICAL MODEL OF OFDM
In essence, LTE defines the reference OFDM signal, s(t), by [2] 
where T = T s + T g , T g is the length of the cyclic prefix and T s is the length of the OFDM symbol and
whered k,i is the k th data symbol modulating the k th subcarrier and
is a plain OFDM signal (without spectral precoding) and d k,i belongs to some constellation set C. The indicator function I (t) = 1 for −T g ≤ t ≤ T s and I (t) = 0 elsewhere. Figure 2 (Top) shows a scheme of a continuous OFDM symbol. The Fourier transform of the symbol, s i (t), is 
whereã k ( f ) is a shifted version of the sinc function that represents the Fourier transform of the k th rectangularly windowed continuous complex exponential subcarrier,
where
is the cardinal sine. Using vector notation we rewriteS i ( f ) as
For the reference plain OFDM signal,
T stands for the Matrix (or vector) transpose.
From (5), and assuming that the original data symbols are uncorrelated, we can compute the power spectrum of the reference OFDM signal as [9] 
where * is the complex conjugate.
Clearly we can distinctly implement s(t) in (1) using the analog circuit as presented in Figure 1 . In the analog modulator each data symbol modulates a continuous time rectangularly windowed complex sinusoid with finite duration, T s , and center frequency f k = k T s . We would generate the continuous OFDM symbol by adding the modulated sinusoids together. Notably, the LTE reference signal (1), was the OFDM embodiment as described in the landmark paper [13] in 1966 when digital circuitry was still in its infancy.
However, the analog implementation of the reference OFDM signal, s(t), is impractically costly as we would require K electronic mixers to modulate K subcarriers with K data symbols. Moreover, the mixing process of each modulation branch would need to operate accurately at f k . Otherwise, the orthogonality between the different subcarriers is violated. This operating accuracy means that we require higher cost mixers.
These drawbacks of the analog implementation of the OFDM system kept OFDM under the shadow for years. It is not until the maturity of the digital electronics technologies in 1990s when [14] proposed to move toward the discrete-time implementation of the OFDM signal. The proposal in [14] used the discrete Fourier transform process (DFT) for the implementation of the practical OFDM system.
Today's state-of-art transmitters are better modeled with a practical discrete-time OFDM signal [17] 
where s i [n] is the i th discrete-time OFDM symbol of length N = N s + N g samples. N g is the number of samples required by the CP extension and N s is the number of samples in the OFDM symbol. Generation of s i [n] , is simply an IDFT process such that
Where in (8) 
and ω ∈ [0, 2π] is the normalized frequency and a k (ω) is a time shifted version of the Dirichlet function. Similar to (5),
where, here, a(ω)
. From (11), the power spectrum P(ω) of the discrete-time OFDM signal becomes
Assuming that the original data symbols are uncorrelated, this implies that
Practical communications transmitters convert the discrete OFDM signal to a continuous signal, by using a dual DAC followed by an anti-imaging filter [18] . The DAC can be either a pulse width modulation (PWM) DAC, or DAC. Figure 4 shows the DAC followed by the anti-imaging LPF. We can mathematically model the DAC conversion into two stages [19] . Of course those two mathematical stages are implicit in the practical implementation of the DAC (i.e. they take place jointly through the electronic components of the DAC). In the first stage, the DAC multiplies the discrete-time OFDM signal sequence, s [n] , with an impulse train such that
where δ(t) denotes delta dirac and f cl is the construction clock frequency of the DAC such that f cl = N s T s . The power spectrum of the continuous-time OFDM signal, x(t), constructed from the discrete-time signal is
where the frequency index, f , is related to the normalized frequency ω by
and L ∈ Z − {0}. Note that, P x ( f ) is constituted of copies of the spectrum in the [0, f cl ] band. This means that the ms equal to the OFDM symbol time used in LTE systems. We compare the three spectra at those three construction clock frequencies with the spectrum of the reference OFDM signal,P( f ). As the construction clock frequency increases, the spectrum, P x ( f ), becomes closer to the spectrum,P( f ), of the reference OFDM signal, s(t). As f cl goes to infinity
The second conceptual stage of the DAC constructs the continuous signal from the pulse train. This stage is mathematically equivalent to filtering the pulse train with a reconstruction LPF. The reconstruction stage of the DAC is typically too weak to completely filter out the aliases as Figure 4 shows. Therefore, an anti aliasing filter usually follows the DAC [18] . The signal output of the anti-imaging filter becomes
where h(t) is the joint impulse response of the DAC filter and the anti-imaging LPF. The power spectrum of the practical filtered continuous OFDM signal, s c (t), is where H ( f ) is the joint frequency response of the DAC reconstruction filter and the anti-imaging LPF. Figure 3 shows that the spectrum of the plain OFDM signal possesses high OOB emission. At its best, the plain OFDM spectrum decays as a factor of 1 f 2 . Classical practical OFDM systems suppress the OOB emission in OFDM by digital low pass filtering of the plain OFDM signal. A digital LPF filters the baseband discrete-time OFDM signal before the DAC process [20] , [21] . The use of a digital LPF for suppressing the OOB emission typically relaxes the design requirements of the anti-imaging LPF.
III. FREQUENCY NULLING SPECTRAL PRECODING
Alternatively, the frequency nulling precoder suggested in [9] , can suppress OOB emission and, therefore, replaces the digital LPF [22] .
A. Reference Spectrally Precoded OFDM
Frequency nulling spectral precoding nulls the spectrum at a set of M adequately chosen frequencies,
Nulling the spectrum at these frequencies forces the whole spectrum to decay faster than 1 f 2 , see [9] . To generate the nulls in the spectrum, the precoder,G, linearly combines the original data symbols collected in d i such that
As a consequence, the OFDM system modulates the subcarriers withd i rather than d i . The precoder generatesd i so that the spectrum is notched at the specified frequencies. This means thatd i satisfiesã
T is a vector collecting the values of the subcarriers at the nulling frequency f m . If we define the constraint matrixÃ
T as an M ×K matrix that collects the values of the K subcarriers at the M nulling frequencies, then the precoder,G, requires that
In wordsd i should fall in the null space N (Ã) ofÃ and therefore, the precoderG, is the complimentary projection matrix such thatG Strictly speaking, the fundamental concept of the precoder is to confine the original data vector d i into a specific subspace before the DFT modulation of the OFDM transmitter. The subspace is determined a priori to guarantee a set of nulls in the OFDM spectrum. The introduced nulls force the whole spectrum to decay fast.
Then, similar to (6), the spectrum of the reference precoded OFDM signal becomes
Under the consideration that the original data symbols in d i are uncorrelated i.e. E{d i d H i } = I, (23) collapses tõ
Using the Idempotency and the Hermitian properties of the projection matrix,G, we can rewrite (24) as
Note that the capability of the precoder to suppress the OOB emission is dependent on the number of nulling frequencies, f m , the precoder introduces as well as their locations. As the number of nulls increases the suppression performance improves. On the other hand, the location of the nulls in spectral precoding is still a matter of research. Two important observations regarding the location of the nulls are relevant here: Firstly, for the nulls to be able to suppress the whole spectrum we should pair at least two nulls adjacent to each other [9] . Secondly the suppression of the emissions decays as we move the pair of nulls away from each other. This means that the spectral band between the pairs of nulls suffers less OOB emission as we bring the pairs closer to each other. Figure 5 illustrates those two observations. The figure shows the spectra of two reference OFDM signals precoded withG. In the first precoded spectrum we designedG to introduce eight nulls at f m ∈ S 1 = {±7.515, ±7.530 ± We compare the three spectra to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal (black dashed). As the construction clock frequency decreases the spectrum of the precoded practical OFDM signal drifts away from the spectrum of the precoded reference OFDM signal. Consequently, the OOB emission suppression capability of the mismatched precoder decreases. 4 .85, ±4.86} MHz. While in the second precoded spectrum, we designedG to introduce eight nulls at f m ∈ S 2 = {±12.515, ±12.350 ± 4.85, ±4.86} MHz.
B. Practical Spectrally Precoded OFDM
Since [9] designs the precoder based on the reference model of the OFDM system,G only matches OFDM systems implemented using the analog setup. Yet, as we mentioned in Section II that the analog implementation of the OFDM system is irrelevant in today's transmitters. Applying the precoder, G, presented in [9] over practical OFDM systems needs a careful and critical assessment as it will cause a mismatch: The precoder in [9] is not designed to operate in conjunction with practical OFDM modulators.
The spectrum of the mismatched precoded OFDM signal becomes
In (26), P x h ( f ) is the precoded spectrum at the output of the first stage of the DAC. We can say that P x h ( f ) is the mismatched precoded version of P x ( f ). The assumption in [9] holds if the construction clock frequency is high enough so that the spectrum of the discrete-time OFDM signal is close enough to the spectrum of the reference OFDM signal. Although for the practical OFDM signals the construction clock is limited by the complexity and the implementation requirements of the system. Therefore the spectrum of the practical implemented OFDM signal (both plain or precoded) can never match the spectrum of the reference OFDM signal. As a consequence, the precoder suggested in [9] , mismatches the OFDM system. Although, similar to our discussion in Section II, the practical precoded spectrum P x h ( f ) in (26) approaches the precoded reference spectrumP p ( f ) in (25) as the construction clock frequency increases. Figure 6 shows the spectra of precoded practical OFDM signals analyzed just before the reconstruction LPF of the DAC. The OFDM system uses clock frequencies similar to those in Figure 3 . The figure compares the practical precoded OFDM signal spectrum to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal. We precode the two signals withG which introduces 8 nulls at f m ∈ S 1 .
From the analysis in Figure 6 we conclude that as the clock frequency decreases, the mismatch increases and, therefore, the OOB emission suppression performance deteriorates.
To overcome this problem, rather than using high construction frequency in the practical OFDM signal to match the reference model precoder, in this paper, we redesign a discretetime precoder
The precoder, G, introduces the nulls in the spectrum of the discrete-time signal model contrary toG that introduces the nulls upon the spectrum of the continuous time signal model (1), i.e. G focuses on the spectrum of the OFDM signal before being constructed by the DAC. For this discrete-time precoder we define the constraint matrix A of size
Where a(ω m ) is a vector collecting the values of the K subcarriers at the normalized nulling frequency ω m i.e. for the discrete-time precoder we substitute ω in (10) with ω m such that
In words we evaluate the Dirichlet subcarriers of the discrete OFDM signal at the normalized nulling frequency ω m . Then, as in (27), the spectrum of the discrete OFDM signal precoded by G becomes
With this precoder, the first processing stage of the DAC constructs the continuous time precoded signal that has the spectrum
where f is related to ω as in (16) (in contrast to the spectrum of the mismatched precoder P (26)). Figure 7 compares P x p ( f ) with P x h ( f ). The figure also shows the spectrumP p ( f ). The figure shows how much more suppression we can accomplish if we match the spectral precoder to the discrete-time modulator. The suppression performance of a properly matched precoder is better than the suppression performance of the precoder designed for the reference signal. In Figure 7 , the DAC operates at a construction clock frequency f cl =
1024
T s . After the DAC constructs the precoded OFDM signal, the anti-imaging LPF filters the precoded practical OFDM signal so that
and
where P h ( f ) and P p ( f ) are the spectra of the filtered OFDM signal when we use a mismatched precoder,G in (32), versus a matched precoder, G in (33), respectively. Figure 8 shows the two filtered spectra, P h ( f ) and P p ( f ), compared to the spectrum of a filtered plain practical OFDM signal, P( f ). The figure uses the same DAC used to evaluate Figure 7 .
The anti-imaging filter we used in Figure 8 is a Chebyshev type II filter. 1 We choose the Chebyshev II filter due to its performance superiority in OFDM systems over the other types of filters [21] . The filter is of 10 th order and has a cutoff frequency f c = 450 · 15 · 10 3 = 6.75 MHz (i.e. we design the filter with a cutoff frequency equal to the bandwidth of an LTE based OFDM system with 900 subcarriers operating mode) and −80 dB stop band ripples. These design characteristics of the anti-imaging LPF controls its complexity. The higher the filter order and the deeper the bandstop ripples are the more efficient the LPF but, on the other hand, the more complex to implement. Figure 9 shows the spectra, P h ( f ) and P p ( f ), compared to the spectrum P( f ). The figure uses the same DAC used in figures 7 and 8 but a Chebyshev type II filter with a filter order of 7 rather than 10. In section V we show that Spectral precoding (especially using the matched precoder) 1 To plot Figures 8 and 9 , we mimic the analog Chebyshev II LPF with a digital Chebyshev II LPF using Matlab signal processing toolbox. Matlab transforms the analog LPF into digital LPF using the bilinear transformation. Check Matlab documentation and [19] page 538 for details. Fig. 7 . Spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a mismatched precoder, P x h ( f ), versus the spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a matched precoder, P x p ( f ), compared to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal,P p ( f ). the DAC operates at a construction clock frequency f cl = 1024 T s . can noticeably relax the requirements of the analog antialiasing LPF which consequently decreases the LPF design complexity. Table I summarizes the different spectra of the two OFDM signal models we discuss in this paper.
IV. DYNAMIC RANGE CHARACTERISTICS OF PLAIN VERSUS PRECODED OFDM TRANSMITTERS
Generally, the OFDM signal (both plain and precoded) is extremely sensitive to the analog front-end electronics [23] .
The front-end setup may cause a severe deformation in the shape of the anti-imaging filtered OFDM signal. For the precoded OFDM systems, any deformation in the signal will result in a deterioration of the spectral quality. One of the most critical characteristics of the OFDM signal that is affected by the front-end electronics is the dynamic range.
The OFDM signal (both plain and precoded) exhibits high dynamic range due to its white-Gaussian-noise-like nature. The subcarriers of the OFDM signal will add together constructively (rather than destructively) most of the time due to their independent phase property. The constructive addition of the subcarriers will result on a high PAPR. We define the PAPR of one discrete OFDM symbol by
One practical visualization of the PAPR ratio is the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF). The CCDF curve shows the variation of the probabilities that the OFDM signal being higher than the average power with different power ratios. As the power ratio increases the probability that the OFDM signal is higher than its average power by that ratio decreases. Figure 10 shows the CCDF plots of plain versus matched and mismatched precoded discrete OFDM signals. 2 The figure shows that the PAPR characteristics of plain OFDM are very similar to those of precoded OFDM. For example at CCDF = 8.25 · 10 −5 the PAPR difference between plain and precoded (both matched and mismatched) OFDM is less than 0.04 dB only. The PAPR of the discrete OFDM symbol is not necessarily the same as the PAPR of the continuous OFDM symbol. We define the PAPR of the continuous OFDM symbol as
In fact, the PAPR of the continuous OFDM symbol may be higher than that of the discrete OFDM symbol as the comparison between Figure 10 and 11 shows. The regrowth [24] of the PAPR ratio comes as a result of the discrete to continuous conversion of the OFDM signal. Therefore, the regrowth depends on the choice of the construction and anti-imaging filters at the DAC level. Figure 11 illustrates that the CCDF increases in the case of continuous OFDM signal 3 compared to that of discrete OFDM signal. As an example, at PAPR of 10 dB the discrete OFDM systems have CCDF of almost 5.10 −5 while at the same PAPR continuous OFDM systems have CCDF of almost 10 −3 . Moreover, the analog conversion of the discrete OFDM symbol does not cause a significant change between the CCDF 2 To get the CCDF of the PAPR shown in Figure 10 , we generated random OFDM symbols that fulfill the LTE standards [4] . We measured the PAPR per OFDM symbol according to (34) then we averaged the PAPR of 10000 OFDM symbols. The OFDM system operates at 600 subcarriers mode. 3 To get Figure 11 we used the same procedure used to generate Figure 10 and fulfilled (35). We converted the Discrete OFDM signal continuous using DAC of clock rate f cl = 1024 T s and anti-imaging filter used to generate Figure 9 . of the continuous precoded (both matched and mismatched) OFDM signal and the CCDF of the continuous plain OFDM signal as Figure 11 shows. Although, the figure reveals that for continuous OFDM signals the mismatched precoded signal has slightly closer PAPR to the plain OFDM than the matched precoded OFDM signal.
The high dynamic range requires high cost front-end electronics especially at the PA level. PAs that support high dynamic range are more expensive than PAs that operate at lower dynamic range. Moreover, high dynamic range PAs consume more power than low dynamic range PAs and high power consumption means shorter battery life.
In practical OFDM systems, PAs neglect the high dynamic range requirements of the OFDM system. As a result, the PA will non-linearly operate over the parts of the OFDM signal with power levels higher than the linear operating region of the PA. Thus, the output amplified OFDM signal will be a distorted version of the input OFDM signal. The distortion over the OFDM signal will degrade its spectral characteristics.
To examine the influence of the PA on the spectral characteristics of the OFDM signal (both precoded and plain), we evaluated a Rapp model PA [25] with order 4 and back-off gain of 10 dB. Using the PA we amplified a plain, mismatched precoded and matched precoded OFDM signals. Figure 12 shows the three practical spectra 4 at the output of the PA. As the figure shows, the PA degrades the spectral performance of the three OFDM signals especially that of the mismatched 4 To estimate the practical spectrum, we ran a Welch periodogram over infinitely long OFDM signal. We generate the signal using the same setup used in Figure 11 followed by a Rapp model PA. The periodogram is Hanning windowed and uses a DFT size of 1024 and 1/8 overlapping ratio. precoded signal. On the other hand, the amplified matched precoded OFDM signal keeps a spectral improvement of at least 30 dB from the plain amplified OFDM. It is noteworthy to emphasize that this suppression is a result for this specific setup and it can change (improve or deteriorate) due to different design characteristics like the precoder characteristics (location of nulls), the anti-imaging filter characteristics and the PA characteristics.
V. PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF
THE PRACTICAL PRECODER As we have seen from the spectral analysis of the precoded OFDM systems, the frequency nulling precoder (especially the matched precoder) is indeed able to suppress the OOB emission. But how to check the adequacy of spectral precoding with the communications systems performance measures? In this section, we study the compliance of the matched precoding approach with different performance measures. We examine the performance of the spectral precoder at the transmitter's side of the communications link as well as at the receiver side.
At the receiver side we consider one of two regimes. In a first regime we assume that the receiver is not aware of the spectral precoding done by the transmitter. Therefore, the receiver designed is similar to the one designed for plain OFDM systems.
In a second regime we assume that the receiver is aware of the spectral precoding performed by the transmitter. Such awareness can be accomplished through a standardization of the precoding or through higher layer signaling. In this case, the receiver knows the precoder, G, and can use an iterative algorithm to recover the original data vector d i from the received precoded data vector [6] 
where H i is a K × K diagonal matrix with entries representing the channel attenuation and n i is a K × 1 vector of AWGN with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The receiver is represented in Figure 13 . Equalization of the received precoded data vector r i of the i th received OFDM symbol gives the estimated precoded data vectorr i .r i is the estimate vector ofd i . From (30), we can redefined i asd
(37) Fig. 13 . Spectrally precoded OFDM iterative receiver from [6] .
where w i = (I −G)d i , is the least square error vector between d i andd i [7] . Since the receiver is of knowledge of precoding, the receiver is able to generate estimates of the errors w j −1 i and add the estimated error vector to the estimated precoded data vector,r i =r i and w 0 i = 0. Note that the other receiver's operations such as equalization, frequency and time synchronization and carrier frequency offset (CFO) estimation remain similar to that of the conventional OFDM receiver. As we will see, the knowledge of precoding at the receiver improves the reception performance.
At the transmitter side the performance measurements include: the ACLR, the EVM and the precoder's computational complexity. We discuss these measurements in the following subsections.
A. ACLR
One way to quantify the performance of the frequency nulling precoder, is to examine its compliance with the ACLR measurement. 3GPP introduces ACLR as a ratio measure of the signal power within the assigned channel bandwidth of the communications system to the OOB emission power leaking into the adjacent channels [20] , [4] . For LTE, ACLR is defined as
where BW is the bandwidth dedicated for the communications system(including the 10% guard interval specified by LTE).
LTE specifies that the ACLR for the different OFDM operating modes should be greater than 45 dB [4] . The solid lines of Figure 14 show the ACLR for plain practical OFDM systems, the ACLR for practical OFDM systems precoded with mismatched precoder, and the ACLR for practical OFDM systems precoded with matched precoder. We measure the ACLR at the input of the PA (i.e. right after the antiimaging LPF). The systems operate in different LTE bandwidth modes. We construct the three OFDM systems using a DAC operating at a construction clock frequency f cl = 1024 T s . The analog front-end filters the OFDM signal with the antiimaging LPF we presented in Figure 9 . T s and the anti-imaging filters defined in Figure 9 . The horizontal dashed line represents the ACLR LTE requirement. Fig. 15 . ACLR measure of three OFDM systems operating at 600 subcarriers LTE mode. We measure the ACLR of practical plain OFDM signal, practical mismatched precoded OFDM signal and practical matched precoded OFDM signal. The systems use a DAC that operates at different DAC construction clock frequencies and the anti-imaging filter defined in Figure 9 . The horizontal dashed line represents the ACLR LTE requirement.
While the plain OFDM systems don't satisfy the ACLR requirements, the two precoded OFDM systems indeed satisfy the ACLR requirements.
Moreover, we notice that the ACLR improvement increases as the number of subcarriers in the OFDM system increases. We relate this observation to the LPF design characteristics. Since the LPF keeps a fixed cutoff frequency for the different OFDM modes, as the number of subcarriers occupied increases the BW dedicated for the OFDM system increases which means that the numerator in (38) increases. Contrarily, the denominator in (38) doesn't change due to the LPF bandpass performance. As a result the ACLR will improve as the number of subcarriers increases. We also notice that the matched precoder outperforms the mismatched precoder especially in high subcarriers number modes.
The dashed lines in Figure 14 represent the ACLR for plain, mismatched precoded and matched precoded practical Fig. 16 . Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the input of the PA. We consider that spectral precoding is not included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is not aware of spectral precoding.
OFDM signals at the output of the PA. As expected from Figure 12 , the spectral skirt that appears due to the non linear amplification of the OFDM signal will degrade the ACLR. While the ACLR of the plain and mismatched precoded OFDM signals at the output of the PA do not satisfy the LTE ACLR requirement, the matched precoded signal keeps satisfying the LTE requirement.
As a conclusion, an OFDM system precoded with a matched precoder and with a 7 th order Chebyshev II filter can fulfill the LTE requirements despite the PA nonlinearities. This means that the matched spectral precoding relaxes the analog filter requirements (since 7 th order filter is enough to full the ACLR requirement) and consequently decreases the complexity cost of the electronic design. Figure 15 shows the ACLR performance at different construction clock rates. It shows the ACLR for a practical OFDM system precoded with a matched precoder and the ACLR for a practical OFDM system precoded with a mismatched precoder compared to the ACLR for a plain practical OFDM system. The three OFDM systems are operating in the LTE 600 subcarriers mode. In this figure the DAC constructs the OFDM signals using construction frequency clocks
. Again, the analog front-end filters the OFDM signal with the anti-imaging LPFs we presented in Figure 9 and amplify the OFDM signal using the PA designed for Figure 12 . The solid lines show the ACLR performance of the OFDM signals at the output of the anti-imaging filter. For the plain filtered OFDM signal, the ACLR improves slightly as the construction clock frequency increases. This is expected since the construction frequency will force the filtered images away from the adjacent channel. Counterintuitively, for the precoded filtered OFDM systems we may improve the ACLR even when the DAC construction frequency decreases as Figure 15 shows. Since for spectrally precoded systems, the amount of OOB emission suppressed is more dependent on the locations of the nulling frequencies rather than the construction clock rate, therefore, if we wisely choose the nulling frequencies of the spectral precoder we can decrease the construction clock rate but still improve the ACLR! Fig. 17 . Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the output of the PA. We consider that spectral precoding is not included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is not aware of spectral precoding.
The dashed-lines represent the ACLR of the three OFDM signals at the output of the PA. As we have shown in Figure 14 , the distortion results from the PA degrades the ACLR of the three systems. Yet, regardless the PA distortion the matched precoder keeps fulfilling the ACLR requirements of LTE.
B. EVM
The EVM is a percentage measure considered by 3GPP to quantify how much the implemented OFDM signal is close to the reference OFDM signal. LTE defines the EVM as
In (39),ď i is the data vector received by a receiver connected directly after the OFDM transmitter (i.e. the OFDM signal transmitted doesn't pass through any communications channel). As [7] shows, for precoded reference OFDM system,
where M as we mentioned earlier is the number of frequency nulls. This means that for precoded reference OFDM systems, the EVM increases with the number of nulls and decreases with the number of subcarriers. For practical OFDM systems, the EVM will degrade. While the anti-imaging LPF (in our analysis we used the LPF also used in Figure 9 ) will slightly degrade the EVM of the precoded OFDM systems, the PA will degrade the EVM significantly. Actually,
In Figure 16 we show the EVM for three practical OFDM signals: matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain at the output of the anti-imaging filter. The figure shows the variation Fig. 18 . Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the input of the PA. We consider that spectral precoding is included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is aware of spectral precoding.
of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers. The EVM measures of the three systems are compared with the EVM of a precoded reference OFDM system that fulfills (40).
As expected from (40), for the precoded systems, increasing the number of subcarriers will decrease the EVM. The three solid lines in the figure represent the maximum EVM allowed by LTE for QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM mapping schemes respectively. We notice for QPSK modulation schemes precoding does not violate the EVM specifications. For 16QAM schemes precoding violates the EVM specifications for OFDM modes with low number of subcarriers (K < 400). While for 64QAM schemes precoding violates the EVM specifications for most of the OFDM modes.
The PA distortion will degrade the EVM performance even more. Figure 17 shows the variation of the EVM with the number of subcarriers of the three signals used in Figure 16 but at the output of the PA. One noteworthy observation is the fact that the total output EVM shown in Figure 17 is not the result of addition of the EVMs measured at the consequent stages of the OFDM transmitter. Unfortunately, It is clear that the EVM levels of the precoded amplified output signals violate the LTE acceptable EVM level.
Although, the spectral precoder noticeably degrades the EVM performance and violates the standards specifications, it is noteworthy to mention that these EVM specifications assume the use of the typical OFDM receiver which is not aware of the spectral precoding process. If the spectral precoding becomes a part of the standards then the EVM performance of the spectrally precoded systems will improve. In case of standardization of spectral precoding the definition of the EVM becomes
and therefore, the EVM performance improves as shown in Figure 18 and 19. While Figure 18 shows the EVM of the OFDM signal at the input of the PA, Figure 19 shows the EVM of the OFDM signal at the output of the PA. Although Fig. 19 . Variation of the EVM performance with the number of subcarriers of practical matched precoded, mismatched precoded and plain OFDM signals at the output of the PA. We consider that spectral precoding is included in the standards. Therefore, the receiver is aware of spectral precoding. we notice a degradation in the EVM of the OFDM signal at the output of the PA, yet despite the degradation, the EVM fulfills the LTE requirement. This means that the standardization of the spectral precoding saves the EVM performance from being violated.
C. Complexity
Besides ACLR and EVM, implementation complexity is another measurement that qualifies the transmitter of the spectrally precoded OFDM. We can classify the complexity into off-line and on-line complexity. In off-line complexity the system computes the precoding matrix G and load it in the system's memory. The off-line computations occur once prior transmission (if K and M change adaptively) or even stored permanently in the memory (if K and M don't change adaptively). On the other hand, the on-line complexity represents the number of computational processes required during transmission. on-line, the transmitter precodes the original data vector d i intod i by multiplying d i with G. Here, we focus on the on-line complexity.
At first look, the precoding matrices G andG are K ×K matrices. This means that the computational complexity of precoding will grow in order O(K 2 ). However, elegant implementation of the precoder will significantly decrease the computation complexity [26] . If we redefine the matched precoder G as
where V = B H (BB H ) −1 is a K × M matrix and B is an M × K matrix, then we can perform the precoding operation in (19) in two steps as illustrated in Figure 20 . Firstly, we computed
a step that costs the system M K complex multiplications for each OFDM symbol. Secondly, we computē
which also costs the system M K complex multiplications for each OFDM symbol. Consequently, if we store V and B in the system's memory instead of G then precoding will cost the system 2M K multiplications per OFDM symbol.
On the other hand, the IDFT process will cost the system N s log 2 (N s ) complex multiplications assuming that the system implements the IDFT block using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. Therefore, the total multiplication complexity of the system will be 2M K + N s log 2 (N s ). Taking into consideration that M K , the implementation of the precoder using the discussed two stages significantly decreases the computational complexity. Table II summarizes the comparison between the implementation complexities at the transmitter of plain OFDM, precoded OFDM implemented according to the original way and precoded OFDM implemented according to the technique introduced in Figure 20 .
On the other hand, if we consider the iterative decoder at the receiver side then the complexity will grow linearly with the number of iterations. As Figure 13 shows each iteration within the iterative decoder requires multiplication of the iterated data vectord j −1 i with I − G. As Figure 20 shows multiplying with I − G requires 2M K complex multiplications. Therefore the computation complexity of the receiver will increase by 2 J K M complex multiplications where J is the total number of iterations.
Besides complexity the performance measurements at the receiver include: the in-band interference measure and the Bit Error Rate (BER) performance. We study these measurements in the following subsection.
D. In-Band Interference and BER Performance
The frequency nulling spectral precoding comes with a price [22] . Since the precoder linearly combines the original data symbols, d i , the precoded data symbols become correlated, i.e. E{d id H i } = I. This correlation between the precoded data symbols appears in the form of in-band interference. We can derive this in-band interference in case the communications link uses the first regime receiver. i.e. a receiver that is not aware of spectral precoding.
Due to the mathematical similarity between the mismatched precoder,G and the matched precoder, G, we naturally adopt the analysis in [22] for the matched precoding technique. . Spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a mismatched precoder (P x h ( f )) versus the spectrum of a practical OFDM signal precoded with a matched precoder (P x p ( f ) compared to the spectrum of a precoded reference OFDM signal (P p ( f )). We used the same setup as Figure 7 but the precoder introduces 6 nulls rather than 8 at f m ∈Ŝ. Fig. 22 . The in-band interference over the subcarriers of two practical OFDM systems. One system is precoded with a matched precoder of reduced number of nulls (Ŝ). The other system is precoded with a mismatched precoder of regular number of nulls (S 1 ). The system uses the same setup as Figure 7. Similar to [22] , the in-band interference due to the discretetime spectral precoding is not equally distributed over the different subcarriers of the OFDM symbol, From we can say that the total in-band interference due to discrete-time precoding over one OFDM symbol is
In words, the total in-band interference (relative to the energy of the OFDM symbol) due to spectral precoding is equal to the total number of nulls.
For the practical OFDM model, and due to the circularity of the constructed signal's spectrum around f cl , a null placed at f m = − f cl 2 is equivalent to a null placed at f m = f cl 2 . This means that if we design the matched precoder to null the spectrum close to f cl 2 we can save a pair of nulls (due to the fact that each two nulls are coupled together). Yet, we still get the same amount of OOB emission suppression. For example we can obtain P x p ( f ) as in Figure 7 if we define f m ∈Ŝ = {+7.68, +7.67, ±4.85, ±4.86} i.e. the cardinality ofŜ, |Ŝ| = 6 rather than 8. Generally, we can say that |Ŝ| = |S 1 | − 2.
In contrast, we cannot decrease the number of nulls for the mismatched precoder while maintaining the suppression level of the OOB emission. The mismatched precoder assumes that the signal is originally continuous and therefore the spectrum is not circular. If we discard one of the pairs in the mismatched precoder implementation the spectrum of the OFDM signal will be asymmetric. We show that in Figure 21 . Figure 22 compares the in-band interference over the subcarriers of two OFDM systems precoded with matched versus mismatched precoders.
It is noteworthy to mention that if the communications system uses the second regime receiver (i.e. the iterative receiver described in Figure 13 then the in-band residual interference is smaller than (46) and (47).
The in-band interference due to spectral precoding also affects the BER performance. Figure 23 shows the BER performance of matched precoded versus mismatched precoded OFDM compared to plain OFDM. The systems transmit the signals in an AWGN channel. Again we use the precoders that generate the OFDM signals with spectra shown in Figure 7 (The system is operating at 600 subcarriers mode). The figure shows the performance of three constellationsize communication systems (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM). We included a turbo coded BER performance specified by the LTE standards with code rate 1/2. Table III concludes the simulation setup required to generate Figure 23 . While the solid lines show the performance of the blind receiver that has no knowledge of spectral precoding at the transmitter side. The dashed lines show the performance of the iterative receiver we studied in section V. The receiver we used is an 8-iteration receiver. As Figure 23 shows the iterative receiver has better BER than the blind receiver especially for the high constellation sets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the implementation architecture of the spectrally precoded OFDM transmitter. We introduced a novel frequency nulling spectral precoder that operates in conjunction with the practical OFDM modulators. We showed that spectral precoding helps simplifying the design of the analog anti-imaging filters of the OFDM transmitters. we also show that spectral precoding does not have a significant drawback on the PAPR of the OFDM signal. Moreover, we discussed the influence of the PA on the performance of the spectral precoding. We noticed that the inter-modulation caused by the PA degrades the spectral precoding suppression performance of the mismatched precoders. Furthermore, we compared the compliance of the spectrally precoded OFDM systems with the 3GPP measures. We analyzed the computation complexity of the precoder as well. At the receiver side we studied the in-band interference caused by the spectral precoding and BER performances where we found that our 
